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This research was aimed at investigating the obstacle of geografic education major student as participant of intern Teaching Program on Social Studies Learning in Junior High School 2013. The focus on this research is the obstacle on making Social Studies Study Planning, the obstacle on understanding Social Studies Matter Especially Ekonomic dan History, and the obstacle on Teaching Social Studies in Junior High School and investigating the efforts made by geografic education major student to solve the problems.

The methods of this research were descriptive. The population were fourty six persons contains all students of Geography Education that participate at intern Teaching Program in Junior High School 2013. The data collecting technique were used of obsevation, interview and documentation. The data analysis used table analysis in form of percentage.

The result of this research showed that (1) respondences stated that at Social Studies Learning they were struggling on Social Studies Study Planning, they were struggling on understanding Social Studies matter beside Geograpic matter, they were struggling on teaching Social Studies beside Geograpic matter, and all respondences stated that lack of understanding Social Studies beside Geograpic matter causes obstacle on Social Studies Learning process. (2) The effort takken by the respondences to solve the problem were discuss with the teammate from History Education Major and Ecominic Education Major to solve the problem, consulting with the guide teacher, seek relevant references, and finding more information from the internet site.
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